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Abstract—A novel analytical formula for the characteriza-
tion of linear and nonlinear distortions in future ultra high-
throughput communication payloads is proposed in this work.
In this context, the carrier-to-interference ratio related to single-
carrier and multicarrier signals is derived. Through the analysis
of its behavior valuable insights are created, especially regarding
the interaction between linear and nonlinear intersymbol inter-
ference. Furthermore, the principle of dynamic carrier allocation
optimization is highlighted in a realistic scenario. Within the
presented framework, it is proven that a significant gain can
be achieved even with a limited number of carriers. Finally, a
complexity and accuracy analysis emphasizes the practicality of
the proposed approach.

Index Terms—distortions, intersymbol interference, communi-
cation payload, carrier allocation, multicarrier

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra high-throughput satellite (UHTS) systems develop-
ment has been driven by the ever-increasing demand for
high data rate satellite services. For the next generation of
UHTS systems, it is foreseen that up to 2.9 GHz of downlink
bandwidth per polarization will be achieved by shifting feeder
links to the Q/V-band and exploiting the available Ka-band re-
sources in the user links [1]. This will help to meet the need of
high data rate services for future beyond 5G communications
(e.g., broadband internet services and delivery to the edge) [2].
Furthermore, the allocation of payload resources (e.g., band-
width, time, power, and coverage) will become increasingly
flexible, especially through the evolution of digital processors.
This will enable to adapt to different communication services
and traffic demands.

In particular, a dynamic carrier allocation (DCA) within
the satellite will pave the way to a fully flexible connectivity
between uplink and downlink beams. On one side, this strategy
removes the need of a centralized gateway. One the other side,
it prevents from increasing the processing power onboard the
satellite, which is a major drawback of alternative strategies
such as beam-hopping (physical layer) or flexible routing
protocols (higher layer). The DCA is well known in the context
of terrestrial communication systems, where high capacity
gains can be achieved [3]. However, it is still an uncharted
territory in the context of flexible satellite payloads. Indeed,
conventional approaches rely on static carrier allocation, which
under-exploits the available frequency resources and does not
allow any adaptation to the highly varying traffic demand.

To enable the DCA in UHTS systems, two main phenomena
need to be taken into account: the linear distortions and
the nonlinear distortions. On the one hand, the analytical
characterization and modeling of the nonlinearities entailed
by the satellite high power amplifier (HPA) have been well
covered in the literature [4], [5]. On the other hand, the work
of [6] has recently enabled the analytical characterization of
the linear distortions in UHTS systems, essentially entailed by
the wideband output multiplexer (OMUX) filters. Therefore, it
is currently possible to describe efficiently the main frequency-
dependent components in the link budget and optimize the
allocation of each user carrier. This key technology will enable
to further increase the capacity of the next-generation UHTS
systems.

Thus, the original contribution of the present paper with
respect to the state of the art is the following:

• A novel analytical characterization of both linear and
nonlinear intersymbol interference is derived, enabling
the study of their mutual interaction. The results are
validated by simulations.

• A low-complexity analytical formula of the carrier-to-
interference ratio (CIR) is derived in order to be exploited
in the context of DCA optimization.

• The feasibility of near real-time DCA is emphasized in
a practical scenario. Within this framework, the accuracy
and complexity of the proposed CIR formula, along with
the allocation gain are discussed.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II covers the UHTS system model. In Section III, the linear
and nonlinear distortions are thoroughly analyzed and the total
CIR formula is derived. Section IV contains a practical DCA
scenario. The conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. UHTS SYSTEM MODEL

The UHTS system model is depicted in Fig. 1. The forward
link of a geostationary UHTS is considered. This means that
the uplink white Gaussian noise (WGN) can be neglected due
to better link budget in the feeder link. The downlink WGN at
the rth-user receiver terminal has a power of σ2

r and is denoted
wr(t). Furthermore, the commonly used square-root raised
cosine filter (SRRCF) hs(t) is considered as pulse shaping
and matched filter. The roll-off factor is denoted α.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the future UHTS communication system.

Thus, the single-carrier transmit signal (NT = 1)1 after
pulse shaping, used as a basis for the later calculations, can
be expressed as follows:

x(t) =

Ns−1∑
p=0

sp · hs(u− pTs) , (1)

where the realizations {sp}0≤p≤Ns−1 are associated to the
random variables {Sp}0≤p≤Ns−1 considered uncorrelated. The
number of symbols and the symbol duration are denoted Ns
and Ts, respectively. The symbols are sent with a fixed average
transmit power V[Sp] = P , ∀p ∈ {0;Ns−1}. E[Z] and V[Z]
are the expectation and variance of a complex variable Z ,
respectively, where V[Z] = E[|Z|2] − |E[Z]|2. For the sake
of simplicity, it is assumed in the next section that the uplink
gains and losses have been taken into account and that P
corresponds to the symbols power at the input of the HPA.

III. DISTORTIONS CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, an analytical expression of the CIR is deter-
mined. Firstly, the nonlinear intersymbol interference (NL-ISI)
and linear intersymbol interference (L-ISI) are studied for a
single-carrier signal. Then, an extension to multicarrier signals
and adjacent channel interference (ACI) is discussed.

A. Single-Carrier Analysis

1) Nonlinear Distortions: The most widespread memory-
less HPA model is the Saleh model [7]. This model describes
mathematically the HPA nonlinearities from an input signal
x(t) to an output signal y(t) depending on |x(t)|2, the input
signal instantaneous power at time t. In this paper, the normal-
ized parameters for a typical HPA are assumed as described in
[4]. The corresponding AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics
are depicted in Fig. 2. Moreover, the input power P is defined
such that it corresponds to the input back-off (the input and
output power at saturation are normalized).

To improve the mathematical tractability, it is convenient to
consider the truncated memoryless polynomial:

y(t) = x(t) ·
N∑
k=0

γ2k+1(a) · |x(t)|2k , (2)

where {γ2k+1(a)}0≤k≤N are the complex coefficients result-
ing from the Taylor approximation of the Saleh model when
the instantaneous power |x(t)|2 gets close to a constant a.
N refers to to the number of odd order distortions to be
considered.

1The extension to multicarrier signals is performed in the next section.

Without loss of generality, the case N = 1 is considered.
Thus, the relevant polynomial coefficients are:

γ1(a) =
αI(1 + 2βIa)
(1 + βIa)2

,

γ3(a) = −
αIβI

(1 + βIa)2
+ j · αQ

(1 + βQa)2
,

(3)

where γ1(a) and γ3(a) are the HPA linear gain and the third
order complex coefficient, respectively, when the input back-
off gets close to the value a. Furthermore, αI = 1.90947,
βI = 1.07469, αQ = 4.35023, and βQ = 2.33525 are the
normalized Saleh parameters. The dependency on the variables
a and r will be omitted in the following for more compact
notations.

Given the typical complex coefficients, the received signal
can be approximated as:

z(qTs) = γ1 · z1(qTs) + γ3 · z3(qTs) + (w ∗ hs)(qTs) , (4)

where

z1(qTs) =
∑
k1∈Z

sq−k1 ·
∫
R
h‡(u)hs(u+ k1Ts)du ,

z3(qTs) =
∑
k1∈Z

∑
k2∈Z

∑
k3∈Z

sq−k1sq−k2s
∗
q−k3 ·∫

R
h‡(u)hs(u+ k1Ts)hs(u+ k2Ts)hs(u+ k3Ts)du ,

(5)

are the received sampled signal components of first and third
order, respectively. They are obtained after some mathematical
manipulations similar to [8]. The filter border effects at the
beginning and at the end of the symbol sequence are also
neglected. h‡(u) represents the post-HPA filters, which means
that without linear distortions h‡(u) = hs(u).
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Fig. 2. Saleh TWTA characteristic (normalized parameters for typical TWTA).
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2) Linear Distortions: Since the linear distortions caused
by the OMUX filter after the HPA are dominant [6], the gain
and group delay variations model will be based – without loss
of generality – on the realistic re-scaled OMUX characteristic
as illustrated in Fig. 3. A first-order approximation of the linear
distortions has been proven to be very accurate (especially
in a multicarrier configuration), while greatly lowering the
implementation complexity [6]. This so-called slope-based
model relies on the gain slope g (dB/MHz) and group delay
slope d (ns/MHz). These slopes are determined by least-
squares approximations over the considered carrier bandwidth.
Thus, the post-HPA impulse response can be expressed as:

h‡(u) =
∫ +∞

−∞
HLD(f)

√
HRCF(f)e

j2πfudf , (6)

where
HLD(f) = eξgf−jπdf

2

, (7)

is the first-order linear distortions transfer function and ξ =
ln(10)/20. It is trivial to see that the frequency-dependent gain
and group delay variations are affecting all kernels through
h‡(u). As discussed in [6], it is more convenient to normalize
the expressions with respect to the symbol rate Rs. Thus,
the only two linear distortions variables are xg = g · Rs
and yd = d · R2

s and expressed in (dB/MHz)(Mbauds) and
(ns/MHz2)(Mbauds)2.

3) Carrier-to-Interference Ratio: The analytical determina-
tion of the CIR2 can be viewed as the ability to separate the
useful signal power (constructive) from the interference power
(destructive) in the expression of V[z(qTs)]. The variance of
the received sampled signal can be expressed as:

V[z(qTs)] =|γ1|2 ·V[z1(qTs)] + |γ3|2 ·V[z3(qTs)]+

γ1γ
∗
3 · Cov[z1(qTs); z3(qTs)]+

γ3γ
∗
1 · Cov[z3(qTs); z1(qTs)]+

V[(w ∗ hs)(qTs)] .

(8)

Thus, each frequency-dependent term can be divided into its
useful and interfering part, such as:

V[z1(qTs)] = P · (κu,1,1 + κi,1,3),

V[z3(qTs)] = P 3 · (κu,3,3 + κi,3,3),

Cov[z1(qTs); z3(qTs)] = P 2 · (κu,1,3 + κi,1,3),

Cov[z3(qTs); z1(qTs)] = P 2 · (κu,3,1 + κi,3,1),

(9)

where, for instance,

κu,1,1 =

∣∣∣∣∫
R
h‡(u)hs(u)du

∣∣∣∣2 ,

κi,1,1 =
∑

k1∈Z\{0}

∣∣∣∣∫
R
h‡(u)hs(u+ k1Ts)du

∣∣∣∣2 ,

(10)

are the useful and interfering part of the Volterra kernel power
related to z1(qTs). As opposed to the first order, the third order

2Since the sampled filtered noise power results in a constant independent of
the frequency, it can be omitted from the analysis and allocation optimization.

of nonlinear distortions contains many terms to separate. The
useful and interference terms start as follows:

κu,3,3 =
∑

k2,k3∈Z
H(0, k2, k3) + · · · ,

κi,3,3 =
∑

k1∈Z\{0};k2,k3∈Z
H(k1, k2, k3) + · · · ,

(11)

where

H(k1, k2, k3) =∣∣∣∣∫
R
h‡(u)hs(u+ k1Ts)hs(u+ k2Ts)hs(u+ k3Ts)du

∣∣∣∣2 .

Thus, the single-carrier CIR can be derived based on this
decomposition and can be expressed as:(

CISI

IISI

)
=
P · c1 + P 2 · c2 + P 3 · c3
P · i1 + P 2 · i2 + P 3 · i3

, (12)

where

c1 = |γ1|2 · κu,1,1 ,
c2 = γ1γ

∗
3 · κu,1,3

+ γ∗1γ3 · κu,3,1 ,
c3 = |γ3|2 · κu,3,3 ,

i1 = |γ1|2 · κi,1,1 ,
i2 = γ1γ

∗
3 · κi,1,3

+ γ∗1γ3 · κi,3,1 ,
i3 = |γ3|2 · κi,3,3 .

It is worth noting that with non-constant modulus symbol
constellations, e.g. in the case 16APSK symbols, an additional
factor depending on the ring ratio comes out of the variance
terms in P 2 and P 3. This factor is worsening the terms in P 2

and P 3 around the saturation.
Figure 4 illustrates the novel characterization of the CIR

related to ISI as a function of the input power P , the roll-
off α, and the amount of linear distortions represented by xg
and yd. To best describe the interactions between L-ISI and
NL-ISI, the limit cases are first discussed. On the one hand,
only NL-ISI are present in the system when xg = yd = 0.
This leads to κu,1,1 = 1 and κi,1,1 = κi,1,3 = κi,3,1 = 0
based on the properties of the SRRCF. In this case, it can be
observed that the lower the roll-off, the lower the CIR. On
the other hand, only L-ISI are present in the system when the
HPA is operated in the linear region, i.e. P → 0. This leads
to (CISI/IISI) → κu,1,1/κi,1,1, which exactly corresponds to
the closed-form solution derived in [6].
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Two examples of linear distortions are given to highlight the
trade-off between L-ISI and NL-ISI. Both are considered in
the case of a dominant gain slope, which happens for instance
when a carrier is located at the edge of the wideband OMUX.
When xg = 100 dB/MHz ·Mbauds, higher degree kernels
are not affected by linear distortions and a transition region
is observed around PdB = −9 dB where the lower degree
kernels become dominant. It is only when the linear distortions
are stronger, i.e. κu,1,1/κi,1,1 lying below 20 dB, that the
higher degree kernels, here κi,3,3, start to have a noticeable
impact near the saturation point. Finally, it is worth noting
that the simulations of the system model confirm with high
accuracy the theoretical formula.

B. Extension to Multicarrier Scenario
The extension to more than one carrier is now considered

(NT > 1). Two new phenomena must be taken into consid-
eration: the power imbalance between the carriers4 and the
ACI caused by the carriers intermodulation products. On the
one side, the useful part of the carrier power is dependent on
the split of power between the carriers; it is denoted CISI,{i},
where i represents the carrier index under consideration. This
translates in an additional factor – function of the power split
– arising in c1, c2 and c3, which will not be the focus point of
this paper. On the other side, an analytical expression of the
ACI has been derived in [5]. The variance of this expression
is considered to compute IACI,{i,ν}, where ν refers to the
index of a carriers combination based on a list of possible
combinations. In the frame of this paper, the ACI of order 1
and 3 are derived. For the sake of simplicity, the cross-terms
between IISI and IACI,{i,ν} will be neglected along with the
constructive terms contained in the ACI. Finally, the final CIR
taking into account ISI and ACI is expressed as:(

C

I

)
{i,ν}

≈
(

CISI,{i}
IISI + IACI,{i,ν}

)
. (13)

3Kernels are simulated as partial sums where ki ∈ {−L,−L+1, . . . , L}.
4In this context, P designates the total signal input power.

Thus, by taking into account the main useful and interfering
contributions, this expression will allow low-complexity CIR
calculations.

IV. DYNAMIC CARRIER ALLOCATION

A. Scenario

In this section, a carrier allocation scenario is considered to
demonstrate the practicality of the proposed formula (13). A
multicarrier signal composed of Nc = 3 carriers {Ci}1≤i≤Nc
is considered at the HPA input. The carriers characteristics are
listed out in Table I. Since the signal power at the HPA input
is P , a carrier with power split of 1/4 means that the input
carrier power is P/4. The wideband OMUX depicted in Fig. 3
is considered as post-HPA linear distortions characteristic.
Since practical multicarrier systems rely to some extent on
HPA linearization or predistortion techniques [9] with input
back-off closer to saturation, an equivalent input power of
PdB = −15 dB is chosen to translate these compensation
mechanisms. This will also help to emphasize the contribution
of each type of interference.

B. Optimization Problem Formulation

The center frequency of carrier Ci corresponding to the
νth-possible carrier combination is denoted f0,i,ν . We define
the set of all possible carrier placements F0 such that any
Nc−tuple {f0,i,ν}1≤i≤Nc belonging to this set is a valid
carrier allocation combination, where ν stands for the index
of the combination. For clarity purposes, the solution space of
the carrier allocation problem has been reduced to a discrete
set with cardinality |F0| = Nc! = 6 possibilities.

Although different optimization approaches can be consid-
ered, this paper will focus on a user fairness approach, which
aims at maximizing the sum capacity. As described in [10],
this can be reduced to a max-min CIR optimization. The
optimization problem can then be formulated as follows:

P : max
1≤ν≤|F0|

 min
1≤i≤Nc
f0,i,ν∈F0

{(
C

I

)
{i,ν}
(f0,i,ν)

} (14)

where the goal is to maximize, by carrier allocation, the
minimum CIR between the carriers given the set of possi-
ble carrier placements. The key enabler in making carrier
allocation dynamic is the computation speed of the CIR.
This analysis has been performed in [6] in the context of
linear distortions, where numerical integration and slope-based
distortions approximation was proven to be a good balanced
between accuracy and complexity. Therefore, this computation
method has been extended here to nonlinear distortions effects.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR CARRIER ALLOCATION SCENARIO

Carrier Characteristics
Rs,i (Mbauds) αi Bc,i (MHz) Power split

C1 120.48 0.3 156.62 1/4
C2 120.48 0.2 144.58 3/8
C3 180.72 0.1 198.79 3/8
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C. Results Discussion

The carrier combination C1C2C3 is depicted in Fig. 5. As
illustrated, the total CIR can be decomposed into types of
interference: L-ISI, NL-ISI and ACI. In this scenario, L-ISI is
critical on the edge of the filter and essentially depend on the
symbol rate with small variations due to the roll-off. Indeed,
C3 symbol rate is 1.5 higher than the other carriers, therefore,
it is subject to noticeable degradation in the order of 6 dB. On
the other hand, the NL-ISI is critical in the center of the filter
and essentially rely on the signal input power P with small
variations due to the power split between the carriers and the
roll-off. As such, the carriers C2 and C3 have a higher input
power, and consequently, are getting more gain due to the
power robbing effect. However, lower roll-offs degrade more
the CIR, which counterbalances the power robbing effect to
some extent in this specific scenario.

By performing an exhaustive search, the best carrier alloca-
tion is C2C3C1 with a minimum CIR of 23.64 dB, whereas
the worst combination is C3C2C1 with a minimum CIR of
19.77 dB. This means that even with a low number of carriers
it is possible to reach an allocation gain of 3.87 dB. The
order of magnitude of the complexity per CIR computation
is highlighted in Fig. 6. The curves denoted “SIM”, “TH1”
and “TH2” represent the CIR computation by conventional
transmission chain simulation, the theoretical CIR formula
without pre-computation, and the theoretical CIR formula
with pre-computed kernels, respectively. Indeed, the proposed
formula provides a significant reduction in the implementation
speed (by a factor 6 · 102 between “SIM” and “TH1”). Since
the ISI are independent from the carriers combination, the
majority of the kernels can be computed beforehand when
knowing the gain and group delay distortions, carriers symbol
rate, roll-off, and power distribution. This provides further
complexity reduction (by a factor 7 · 101 between “TH1” and
“TH2”). In this scenario, the minimum, mean and maximum
accuracy of the proposed theoretical formula with respect to
the simulations are 97.38%, 98.74%, and 99.98%, respectively.
The CIR formula leads to the same optimal allocation, which
emphasizes the superiority of the proposed approach.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of estimated running time per method. Measurements
were performed using a contemporary server processor clocked with 3.5 GHz.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper provided a novel analytical formula, which
characterizes the linear and nonlinear distortions in future
UHTS systems. The behavior of different types of interference
entailed by these distortions and their mutual interaction have
been analyzed, bringing valuable insights. The principle of
DCA has been highlighted in a realistic scenario, where an
allocation gain of 3.87 dB can be achieved even with a limited
number of carriers. Moreover, the proposed formula leads to
a significant increase in implementation speed with respect to
the conventional transmission chain simulations. These results
are key to pave the way in considering near real-time DCA
optimization for further capacity gains in the next-generation
of satellite systems. Finally, future research works will focus
on more advanced algorithms able to solve the optimization
problem within a shorter execution time.
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